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The Future

NEXT EXIT
MOURARIA An ancient neighbourhood of Lisbon (outside walls), from XII Century, since the Cristian recon-quest (1147).

The name mean ”the place of Moors”

A functional place, where living people serves the city (agriculture, merchandize,...)

Some numbers:
• Population (2011): 3116 (0,5% of Lisbon Municipality)
• Families (2001): 1497 (2,08 Persons/Family)
• Buildings (2011): 498
• Flats (2011): 2139

It’s a place of many communities of immigrants from India, Pakistan, China, Brazil, ...

Takes an important cultural and traditional value: The Fado
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After this brief introduction we have a challenge to all

By the data given (few) and take advantage (if you want) of internet... please, in an A4 sheet (max.) try to describe *Mouraria*.

You could use internet and other tools to reach more detailed information 😊

5 minutes to discover and 5 minutes to write... after we will go to the site 😊

And to complete the challenge... after visit (to deliver tomorrow) could you describe the site.. Again? Thank you.
Let’s walk 😊